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·Edi tor's Notes
The first conference on the life and works of Pater,

'Research in Progress', was

held July 16-18, 1980 at Brasenose College, OXford. Sponsored by the Newsletter, the
meeting was attended by about thirty students and scholars from the United States, the
U.K, and Japan. Discussion after papers was lively, and at times usefully ·contentious.
The occasion provided an opportunity for scholars known to each other only through
correspondence and publications to meet, describe their current research, and to suggest

directions for Pater research in future.

This pooling of expertise was particularly in

evidence during a session on the possibility· of a new collected edition of Pater's works .

Richard Wo11heim, Professor of Philosophy at University College London opened the
conference with an analysis of the nature of Pater's interest in theory and in systems;

while he dealt specifically with philosophical systems, he outlined analogies between
Pater's 'use' of them and of art and aesthetic theories. Barrie Bu11en (University of
Reading) considered the degree of originality in Pater's art criticism by comparing the
contemporary view of Michelange10 with Pater's. He concluded that it is likely that
Pater's piece is implicitly and in part a response to Ruskin's censure of Michelangelo
earlier that same year, and that even Pater's notion of Michelangelo's sweetness has

precedents. 'The Fictiona1ity of Pater's Fiction' was the topic of Gera1d Monsman
(Duke University). Arguing that all of Pater's prose has autobiographical elements, the
speaker showed that a resistance to closure resulted from the interplay between the
fictitious autobiography and Pater's posture as a writer.
Gaston de Latour was his
source of illustration. For her paper on 'Textual Sources of the "Conclusion"',

Billie Inroan (University of Arizona, Tucson) drew on Victorian periodicals, philosophy,
the history of science, and poetry to show the density of allusion and selective
borrowing in that short piece in which Pater was trying to establish 'his freedom to live
as he pleased
in the mind'.
In order to expose the strengths and weaknesses of Pater as a practicing art critic,

Bernard Richards (Brasenose . College, Oxford) read passages from Pater while projecting
slides of the visual art to which Pater refers; the speaker suggested that Pater's genre
here was -- rather than art criticism -- the prose poem which left him free to respond to
the pictures, and that Pater's taste for the culminating moment in visual art was manifest

also in the fiction, with its dominant mood of 'regulated reverie'. Sharon Bassett
(California State University, Los Angeles) in 'The Uncanny Critic of Brasenose' looked
closely at Pater's place in modern American criticism;
Pater's combination of idealism
and historicism, best seen in Plato and Platonism, shows Pater to anticipate modernism.

Bassett, Donald Hill (University of Michigan) and Hayden Ward (West Virginia University)
constituted the panel which launched discussion of a new collected edition of Pater's
works. Ward utilised one problem of Pater's studies -- the identity of the essay Pater
submitted for publication as part of Studies in the History of the Renaissance and then
withdraw -- to indicate the great task a critical edition of Pater would be; he suggested
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that 'Giorda no Bruno' might well be the cancelled essay. In his list of des id erata
for such an edition, Donald Hill included illustrations for the fiction as well as the
art criticism. Bassett argued convincingly for an edition which took the periodical or
earliest form of Pater's works as copy-text. These questions and others provoked good
debate. British and American groups were arranged to draw up a proposal (OK: Barrie
Bullen, Samuel Wright, Laurel Brake and U.S.: Billie Inroan, Donald Hill, Sharon Bassett,
Hayden Ward). On the las t day Laurel Brake (UCW, Aberystwyth) spoke on A.C. Benson's
biography of Pater, and John Sparrow (Honorary Fellow, All Souls, Oxford) on 'Collecting
Pater'. As spice to the formal fare, Bernard Richard guided the group through (rainy)
Pater's Oxford, and arranged an exhibition of Pater holdings in the Brasenose Library.

* * * *

~

* * *

Readers of PN are invited to send comments and proposals concerning a new collected

edi tion of Pater's works to either editor of PN for inclusion in a future number and/or
consideration by the British and American groups. Suggestions about content, copy texts,
degree of annotation, and sources of funds, etc. are all welcome.

NEWS
Prose Studies (Edited by Philip Dodd, Department of English , University of Leicester)
publishes a Pater number in April. It contains a se lection of the conference papers,
including the panel on the projected e dition, a substantial introductory essay assessing
the future dire c tion of Pater s ·tudies by Gerald Monsman and a bibliography of Pater
studies since Lawrence Evans' essay in Victorian Prose (1973), by Robert Seiler.
Cass published the number in book form a month later.

* * * * * * * *
A Special Session chaired by R.N. Nadel on 'Pater's Marius: Fictional Form and Literary

Context' was held at the MLA Conference in Dallas in December. Carolyn Williams
(Boston University), Gerald Monsman (Duke University), Jerome Bump (University of Texas
at Austin) and Robert K. Martin (Concordia) were the participants.

* * * * * * * *
Billie Inroan has made a proposal to the Program Committee of the Modern Language
Assoc iation of America for Status of an 'Allie d Organization' for the Pater SOCiety.

* * * * * * * *
Subscriptions for renewal of PN are now due. Rates remain the same: El.50 in the UK
and $3.00 in the U.S.A. A form appears at the end of this number.
Notes
A possible Identification of a Pater acqua intance.
Lawrence Evans has in his possession a note of Pater's to one 'Mr. Ellerton ' which he

prints in his edition of the letters (p. 160). He is unable to spec i fy which Ellerton
this is: Francis George (1861-1943) or Arthur John Bicknell (1865-1928). The answer is
possibly the former, in view of a reminiscence of Pater which Franc is George sent to

John Bailey in 1896. Writing from Warming ton Rectory, Sandbach on 17 December 1896 he
recalls a lunch-pa rty:
Dear Pater . Never, never, shall I forget my lunch with him and the two
fair American girls and their very American Dragon, in his rooms at

B.N.C. How he soliloquized of the Campo Santo and t he fair flowers
planted long ago by dead hands - 'and they linger yet'; and how as he
looked out of his window he felt that if Dante came to Oxford he must
have passed under his window. And how the Dragon tried to be intense
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on the colour and shimmer of a jelly he had provided for her del ecta t ion.
(John Bailey 1864-1931: Letters a nd Diaries, edited by his wife (London ,
1935), pp. 58-9).
This could we ll have been the lunch to which Pater refers in his letter, when he says he
hopes 'to have the pleasure of seeing you tomorrow (Friday) at 1.15.' On the occasion
recalled by Ellerton, Pater seems to have dished up a version of this passage from
The Renaissance on Pica Della Mirandola:

When the ship-load of sacred earth from the soil of Jerusalem was mingled
with the Common clay in the Campo Santo at Pisa, a new flower grew up from
it, unlike any flower men had seen before, the anemone with its concentric
rings of strangely blended colour, still to be found by those who search
long enough for it, in the long grass of the Maremma. Just such a strange
flower was that mythology of the Italian Renaissance, which grew up from
the mixture of two traditions, two sentiments, the sacred and the profane

(Chap 2).
The reference to Dante is a shade odd.

Pater ' s college, Brasenose , was not founded until

1509, and the room in which Pater taught is sixteenth century: about two hundred years
after the death of Dante in 1321. However, the re were collegiate Halls on the site
occupied by Brasenose;

one of them was called Brasenose Hall and is recorded as early

as 1279. Pater's r oom looks onto Radcliffe Square, but before the 18th century it
would have looked onto a narrow little street and a masS of tenements and University
lecture halls o f one kind or another. This was the bustling academic centre of the city,
and Pater. was right: Dante almost certainly would have walked along the street.
Bernard Richards (Brasenose College)
Reviews

Franklin E. Court, Walter Pater: An Annotated Bibliography of Writings About Him.
pp. x + 411. De Kalb, Illinois: Northern Illinois University Press, 1980. $25.
Paterians now have a splendid bibliography, thanks to Franklin Court and h i s contributors:
Richard B. Bizot, Francis L. Nye, Lawrence Schreiber, and Samuel Wright. It is the sixth
in a series of annotated secondary bibliographies on English literary figur es in the soca lled 'age of transition' (1880 to 1920), of which Helmut E. Gerber is the general
editor. The entries, numbering 1168 , span 1871 through 1973, and the compilation
represents a prodigious amount of labour, skill, and sheer

persi~tence.

I receive an acknowledgment for help given in the Prefa~e, and in the light of what
I am about to say it looks as if I should have helped more. Mea .culpa. The most useful
thing I can do here is to indicate some omissions, since I have found very fe w mistakes

and the nicely designed volume is a pleasure to use. As in the recent Walter Pater:
The Critical Heritage the appearance of Pater in fiction is not fully covered, so that
Besant and Rice, Vernon Lee in Miss Brown, and Robert Hichens are not here.

Richard St.

John Tyrwhitt, Theodore Child, and the early review in Old and New are not in either.
(See my review of R.M. Seiler in PN Winter 1980) .
Entry 322 l ists the Bi shop of Oxford's attack on Pater , incidentally, but it should
appear in its chronological place, since it is in print . The most regrettable omission
is Charles Holmes's Self and Partners, which has some delightful anecdotes, and a drawing
of Pater (the original is now in Brasenose) reproduced on the dust-jacket of Levey's
recent biography.

There are nice memories of Pater in Vernan Lee's letters, and a

splendid anecdote or two in W.L. Courtney's The Passing Ho~r (1925). The Letters and
Diaries ·of John Bailey has a good vignette of Pater. Michael Fiela has a poem about
Pater in the Dial (1894), and it was shown recently by Ian Small that Lionel Johnson's
!lA Friend"

(18 95 ) was about Pater - in addition to "WaIter Pater " in The Academy for

1902 (N & Q, Feb. 1976). There is a very well worthwhile revi ew of Gr eek Studies by
Montagu Bal dwin in The Educational Review , n.s. VI I (March 1895), and The New Irela nd
Review is supposed to have a note on Pater in March 1895 - a~th9ugh I have not seen a
copy. The Church Quarterly Review for April 1880 has an arti cle "Debased Helleni s m and
the Ne", Renaissance ", discussing Pater.

Thomas Hardy read it.

Pater appears in George

)
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Washington Moon's Men and Women of the Time. (Moon was a friend of Richard Jackson).
The influen ce of Pater is mentioned in Arundell Esdaile I s "The New Hellenism" ,
Fortnightly Review (October 1910). E.M. Everett' s study of the Fortnightly (Chapel
Hill, 1939) mentions Pater as a member of 'the Party of Humanity ', but i t is not i n
Court. Wyndham Lewis'
Men Without Art should b e included.
Entry no. 3 could do with more annotation .
It is the review of Studies in the
History of the Renaissance in the Athenaeum and Court does not attribute it . We know
that F .G . Stephens, one of the original members of the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood, was
the art-critic of the Athenaeum, and both on stylistic and aesthetic grounds t hi s r evi ew
is clearly his. Once one realises this, certain aspects immediately fi t into place.
stephens was fired with Holman Hunt's strenuous campaigning ze al, and shared a be lief
in the purity and toughness of the quattrocento and the trecento . 1'he reVieYlT gives
him an opportunity to reiterate his case:
'In its real beginning, this marvellous
movement - probably the most wonderful that has affected the minds of men - was subject
to discipline;
its continuation was impossible without that;
and when discipline, or
the restraints of the artistic conscience, lost the ir power, the outcome was splendid
indeed for awhile, but the inheritance of Art was squandered.'
Stephens and Hunt were
no hedonists:
'The fact is, the true Renaissance aimed at something else than enjoying
itself in this life .... ' Rossetti (who led a break-away movement ) and Pater represented
a threat to this zealous view of the Renaissance.
The whole issue was more serious
than 'quibbling':
The Critical Heritage identifies the Spectator r eview of June 1910 (item 275) as
John Buchan's. Wellesley identifi es no. 148 as by Jul i a Mary Ady.
At the beginning of the bibliography Court lists the Pa t er essays c i ted in the
secondary bibliography. This includes 'The Bacchanal s of Euripides', published in
Macmillan's in 1889.
But it was also reprinted in Tyrrell's edition of The Bacchana l s
in 1892. D'Hangest says (II, 317) that 'l'etude de Pater ne figure dan s aucune des
e ditions de Tyrrell' and Samuel Wright says in his bibliography (p. 15) that Shadwell
was mistaken in listing this reprint, and yet it i s in Tyrrell, clear as day (pp . lvlxxxii), shorn of its first paragraph and with a f ew changes. Tyrrell says that ' the
article is itself a poem, and one can say no more than th a t it i s worthy of the wor k with
which it deals.'
That the article should have been r e printed in a scholarly edition is
a sign of the respect in which Pater was held in the scholarly community. The golden
rule for bibiographers is never trust one's predecessors :

Coming closer to our own time there are quite a few omissions. Alwyn Berland's
"Henry James and the Aesthetic Traditionll, JHI, 23 (1962) is worth inclusion. The Brazen
Nose for 1964 has an interesting article by the last Eric Collieu c ontaining anecdotes b y
Ethel Hatch, who knew Pater in his childhood, and Pater's college scout, who enjoyed the
sepulchral name of H. Tombs. Kenneth Clark's ' The Blot and the Diagram', Encounter
(January 1963) should be included;
so should V.H.H. Green's Oxford Common Room (1957).
We have all heard about 'Ghosts in Wing' . There i s a fine nasal ghost in Court .
Entry 560 records a letter to TLS from one E. ColI, who we nt up to Oxford in 1887 (a year
after Sir Arthur Quiller-Couch went down). There is no such person: the letter is Signed
"E Col I., AEN, NAS . " The punctuation is wrong : it should have been liE Call . AEN. NAS.II
It means 'from Brasenose College'.
Brasenose did have a Michael Call, but he matriculated
in 1552.
Bernard Richards, (Br asenose College, Oxford) .

Recent Publications
(Compiled and annotated by Bernard Richards and Sharon Bassett)
Bann, Stephen 'Extremities
of Discourse: WaIter Pater and Robert Pinget' in Signs of
Change: Narrative Boundaries. A Reader in Applied Semiotics (Summer , 1978).

-5William Buckler's recent 'Deja vu Inverted: The Imminent Future in WaIter Pater's

Marius the Epicurean,' VN, 55 (1979), 1-4, covers some of the same ground as his
provocative 'Marius the Ep;curean: Beyond Victorianism,' (vp, 16(1978), 147-166.).
He is concerned to set out the case for seeing Pater's one completed novel as 'an apexcocument, a mainliner in the efforts of the nineteenth century to convert itself into

literature.' Taking note of the profound way in which Pater's ill-understood
endlessly commented upon) style reflects hi s view of history, Buckler goes on
describe Pater's metaphorical l anguage as being constituted of 'apex-figures,
at the cutting-edge of spiritual movement, creating or observing the creation

(and
to
figures
of the

language, literature, art, music, religion (for them the Hcul ture") of the future.

I

He likens the Pater/Marius persona to the Tennyson/Narrator persona of 'In Memoriam':
for both, the personal becomes in the act of creating a fiction truly cultural. It
is for Buckler precisely this transformation of the subjective into the historical
that Marcus Aure l ius (identified here as Marius' doppelganger) is unable to accOmplish.
His asceticism 'is the rena i ssance of the death-wish and very, very real.'
At the bottom
of Marius' 'witness' of history, on the other hand, is a 'firm belief in the organic

regeneration of men and their cultures.' It just happens that the Christian community
among whom Marius dies embodies that aspiration at a particular historical moment.

eonloD, John J.

195-197.

I

v1a l ter Pater I 5 "Diaphanei

te

111

I

English Language Notes, 17 (March 1980),

A discussion of the accents and hence the possible meaning of the title of

Pater's essay.

Pater's manuscript has Diaphaneite, Lawrence Evans has Diaphaneite and

Monsman and d'Hangest have Diaphaneite . Conlon insists that it is a Greek verb ('You will
cause something to appear' or 'You will allow something to shine through you') and
not a Fr ench noun, so that Pater's accent points to this.

walter Pa te r, ::An
=-~An
'7'n::.o::..:t.::
ac:tc:ec:d=..,.:B:.;~=,·b::.::l.::i.::o-,!g;.:rc:a",p:.;h::.y~i'
0.:;:f:.,..:w:.:r:.;~::.·t=i"n"9",s,,::-,Ab=O::.u=tc:.-::H.::i,,,,:m comp i l ed and e d i ted
by Franklin E. Court. Annotated Secondary Bibliography Series on English Literature in
Transition, 1880-1920. DeKalb: Northern Illinois , U.P., 1980. pp. 412.
$25.
Walter Pater, The Renaissance Studies in Art and Poetry. The 1893 Text, edited with
Textual and Explanatory Notes, by Donald L. Hill. Beikeley, Los Angeles, London:
University of California Press, 1980. pp. 489. $25.
McGrath, F.C. 'Heroic Aestheticism:

Yeats, Pater , and the Marriage of Ireland and

England', Yeats Eliot Revi ew (1978), 183 - 90.' "Rose Alchemica"; Pater Scrutinized and
Alchemized,' Yeats Eliot 'Revi ew (1978), 13-20.
Monsman, Gerald.

"Narrative Design in Pater's 'Gaston de Latour t

,"

Victorian Studies, 23

(Spring 1980), 346-367. 'Pater moves artistic self-consciousness to the foreground in
order to approach an elusive rea l ity distributed through the mechanics and metaphors of
the text's refl exive design.' He 'finds that his own i mage, inscribed within the
apparatus of the text, turns back upon the image of his hero and his hero's age.'
Margaret of Navarre is presented as a sort of Circe/Minerva - a figure of multiple
aspects like the Mona Lisa. Paris is her enchanted isle. Monsman finds a thematic echo
of Telemachus and Ulysses for the Paterian quest .

Nassar, Christopher,

'The Renaissance and

~arius

the Epicurean,' The Pre-Raphaelite Review ,

3 (November 1979), 78-85.
TLS, 25 January 1980. Reproduces Max Beerbohm cartoon: ' OXford, 1891, Mr. walter Pater
taking his walk through the Meadows' (1926). To be sold in the Phillips' Sale, 29 Jan.1980.

